
Residents with low aircraft noise
exposure (< 55 dBA LDEN)

ideal relationship to the airport

quality of life
current view of the airport

desired information and communication

current associations

current information and communication

what information is wanted?

how should it be provided?

who should provide this information?

communication

beyond communication

desired traits

reduce emissions

aircraft noise
cargo at night

disturbing (especially sleep)

damage to property

different noise
traffic noise

neighbor noise

infrastructure

railroad noise

connection to highways

a lot of traffic jams

local transport

quality of streets

parking situation

network coverage

influence
feeling of helplessness

noone is listening

job opportunities

safety in road traffic

free time offers

nature / enviroment
cleanliness

closeness to nature

educational institutions

good connection

economic strenght

stressful

as a means of transport

emission
polluter

noise

fascinating / magical

introduction of diseases

shopping possibiliy (sundays)

high parking prices

good design

only self-interested

only excuses

not proactive

too long waiting time

no possibility to influence

only through newspaper

cooperation

transparency

openness

dialogue

responsibility

proactiveness

ability to take criticism

honesty

for residents health

property damage

accessible information

about future planning

taken seriously

involve in decision making

meeting place

friendly

individual noise protection

no flights inside germany

nightflight ban

ban / replacement of certain airplanes

more physical distance to airplane

eligibility of noise insulation

how airport works
why certain flight routes

shareholders of airport

interconnection airport to airline

change during the year

future plans
growth strategy

technical improvements

impact of airtraffic
kerosine drainage

on health

on climate change

chemtrails

why no flight ban?

depending on information

ombudsman

someone holding the mirror up to the airport

airport

but taken with a grain of salt

service center

objectively

publicly displayed
up-to-date information in library

in retail

radio

concrete contact point

personal

telephone

through video
teletext

own tv channel

youtube channel

website

family day

citizen meetings

discussion rounds

various ways needed
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